
Developing and Using Science and Engineering Practices (by Lesson)

Lesson Elements of Science and Engineering Practice(s) Rationale

1 Ask questions that arise from careful observation of
phenomena, models, or unexpected results, to clarify
and/or seek additional information.

Students’ questions for the Driving Question Board
(DQB) emerge from information in a reading
passage, from their observations of video clips,
through brainstorming and evaluating engineering
solutions, and after considering local hazards as
related phenomena. Students use their questions to
guide their next steps in seeking out relevant
information.

1 Define a design problem that can be solved through
the development of an object, tool, process or
system and includes multiple criteria and constraints,
including scientific knowledge that may limit possible
solutions.

After brainstorming tsunami-related engineering
solutions, students discuss the criteria and
constraints for these solutions and ask questions to
reach consensus around whether those solutions
seem promising or challenging to implement.

1 Apply scientific ideas, principles, and/or evidence to
construct, revise and/or use an explanation for real-
world phenomena, examples, or events.

Students apply scientific ideas and principles to
develop a model to explain how  an initial
engineering solution is designed to reduce the
impact of a tsunami.

1 Evaluate competing design solutions based on jointly
developed and agreed-upon design criteria.

Using the class’ proposed engineering ideas,
students identify patterns for what makes some
designs more promising or challenging to define
possible criteria and constraints for assessing the
effectiveness of design solutions.

2 Use graphical displays (e.g., maps, charts, graphs,
and/or tables) of large data sets to identify temporal
and spatial relationships.

Students use maps of large data sets to identify the
global spatial distribution in where tsunamis occur
and do not occur. They also sort this data by type of
cause to determine the most frequent geologic
causes of tsunamis.

2 Use mathematical representations to describe and/or
support scientific conclusions and design solutions.

Students use a series of maps to determine patterns
and trends in data across a large data set, which
includes the location, magnitude, and damage of
tsunamis in the last one hundred years.

2 Critically read scientific texts adapted for classroom
use to determine the central ideas and/or obtain
scientific and/or technical information to describe
patterns in and/or evidence about the natural and
designed world(s).

Students read text and study accompanying media
in the form of maps and legends to obtain scientific
information to describe the pattern of tsunami
occurrence in the world.

3 Evaluate limitations of a model for a proposed object
or tool.

On day three, students evaluate four wave models,
two physical ones and two computational ones, to
identify limitations and benefits for how each model
shows and supports their understanding about how
tsunamis form, move, and what happens to them
when they reach a shore.

3 Analyze and interpret data to provide evidence for
phenomena.

In the first two days of the lesson, students analyze
four different wave models, two physical ones and
two computational ones. These models help them
identify changes in the ocean floor, the profile of the
ocean floor near shore, and the wave’s dimensions as
they form, move, and interact with the shore. They
interpret the data to determine how interactions
between the wave, the ocean floor, and shore affect
its height, how far it flows inland, and how much
energy it transfers to objects on the shore.
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4 Apply scientific ideas, principles, and/or evidence to
construct, revise and/or use an explanation for real-
world phenomena, examples, or events.

Students apply what they have figured out in
previous lessons about the geologic causes of
tsunamis to construct a scientific  explanation for a
given real-world scenario. They will use evidence to
support their reasoning as they determine the level
of risk to the people and property in four different
coastal communities.

5 Optimize performance of a design by prioritizing
criteria, making tradeoffs, testing, revising, and re-
testing.

Students evaluate design solutions based upon
agreed-upon criteria and determine that many
solutions could meet the existing problem. Students
re-evaluate the problem by looking at the needs of
the impacted community and determine primary
and secondary criteria. Students consider trade-offs
made by engineers to meet the diverse needs of
various stakeholders while also prioritizing safety.
Students do not test, revise, or re-test as part of this
work for the element, but focus on prioritizing criteria
and considering trade-offs.

5 Evaluate competing design solutions based on jointly
developed and agreed-upon design criteria.

Students use criteria developed and agreed upon by
the class to evaluate eight different tsunami
mitigation design solutions. Students then refine the
criteria in light of performance data and utilize
criteria to evaluate the tsunami mitigation design
solutions.

5 Gather, read, and synthesize information from
multiple appropriate sources and assess the
credibility, accuracy, and possible bias of each
publication and methods used, and describe how
they are supported or not supported by evidence.

Students evaluate the source providing information
on the performance of different design solutions to
protect communities from large waves and storm
surges. Students consult a video by a coastal
engineer and a reference that provides additional
information on each design solution. Students briefly
assess the credibility and accuracy of the sources.

6 Critically read scientific texts adapted for classroom
use to determine the central ideas and/or obtain
scientific and/or technical information to describe
patterns in and/or evidence about the natural and
designed world(s).

Students will engage with scientific text to obtain
scientific and technical information regarding how
tsunamis are detected and when subsequent
warnings are sent.

7 Evaluate competing design solutions based on jointly
developed and agreed-upon design criteria.

Students use criteria developed and agreed upon by
the class to evaluate five different communication
solutions.

7 Integrate qualitative and/or quantitative scientific
and/or technical information in written text with that
contained in media and visual displays to clarify
claims and findings.

Students listen to sirens and alerts, and read survivor
accounts of how people responded to those alerts to
develop initial criteria for a communication system
solution. They use those initial criteria to evaluate
graphic and media-related communication solutions
to identify communication plans that can alert as
many people as possible in the event of a hazard.

8 Develop and/or use a model to generate data to test
ideas about phenomena in natural or designed
systems, including those representing inputs and
outputs, and those at unobservable scales.

Students analyze parts of the subsystems to identify
how one part of the subsystem is dependent upon
another. Students reason that changing one
component of the subsystem can have an effect on
the function of the overall system and the ability for
the system to meet the system criteria. The ability
for designed solutions to function properly is
dependent upon potentially variable and less
predictable data from tsunami inputs gathered in the
detection and warning subsystem. 
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8 Apply scientific ideas or principles to design,
construct, and/or test a design of an object, tool,
process or system.

Students look back at scientific ideas and principles
related to tsunami detection, damage reduction and
response, and organize the components into
interconnected subsystems. We consider
connections between those subsystems to design a
larger system model.

9 Critically read scientific texts adapted for classroom
use to determine the central ideas and/or obtain
scientific and/or technical information to describe
patterns in and/or evidence about the natural and
designed world(s).

Students obtain information from a variety of
sources about a local natural hazard, including the
location and extent, severity, duration, and impact
on people and property.

9 Integrate qualitative and/or quantitative scientific
and/or technical information in written text with that
contained in media and visual displays to clarify
claims and findings.

Students integrate text, media, and visual displays as
they obtain information and develop their own
education and communication plan for their
community.

9 Communicate scientific and/or technical information
(e.g. about a proposed object, tool, process, system)
in writing and/or

Students communicate the risk and responses to a
local natural hazard through a designed product
intended to educate stakeholders in their
community.

Developing and Using Crosscutting Concepts (by Lesson)

Lesson Elements of Crosscutting Concept(s) Rationale

1 Cause and effect relationships may be used to
predict phenomena in natural or designed systems.

Students propose engineering designs that
incorporate ways to more effectively detect
tsunamis, warn people of a tsunami’s impending
arrival, and reduce the damage tsunamis cause to
impacted communities.

1 Stability might be disturbed either by sudden events
or gradual changes that accumulate over time.

Students observe that tsunami events are linked to
sudden geologic events, such as earthquakes.  

2 Patterns can be used to identify cause and effect
relationships.

Students investigate a large data set more closely to
discover a correlational relationship between the
type of triggering earthquake event (i.e., high
magnitude, shallow earthquakes on colliding plate
boundaries) and the magnitude of tsunami damage.

2 Graphs, charts, and images can be used to identify
patterns in data.

Students use maps to identify the spatial pattern in
worldwide tsunami occurrence.

2 Relationships can be classified as causal or
correlational, and correlation does not necessarily
imply causation.

Students identify correlational relationships between
characteristics of earthquakes and how damaging a
resulting tsunami is for communities.

2 Cause and effect relationships may be used to
predict phenomena in natural or designed systems.

Students use the relationship between types of
earthquakes and resulting tsunamis to revise their
predictions for which communities in the world are
at most risk for damaging tsunamis.

3 Patterns can be used to identify cause and effect
relationships.

Students identify patterns in the movement of a
tsunami wave and the amplitude of the wave when it
hits shores across the Earth. They identify patterns in
how changes in the profile of the ocean floor causes
changes in the wave’s structure (effect).
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3 Cause and effect relationships may be used to
predict phenomena in natural or designed systems.

Students determine that vertical displacement of the
ocean floor in an earthquake is needed to cause a
tsunami. They also determine that as the ocean floor
changes profile, by sloping upward toward the
surface near a shore, it causes an increase in the
height of the wave (its amplitude).

3 The transfer of energy can be tracked as energy flows
through a designed or natural system.

Students argue that waves can transfer energy, and
that the amplitude is related to the amount of
energy that can be transferred. They determine that
the size of waves decrease as they interact with,
reflect off, and transfer some of its energy to things
on the shore.

4 Stability might be disturbed either by sudden events
or gradual changes that accumulate over time.

As students document answers to questions from
the Driving Question Board and construct scientific
explanations for a given real-world scenario, they
have the opportunity to describe how sudden
changes in the ocean floor can cause a tsunami.

5 Structures can be designed to serve particular
functions by taking into account properties of
different materials, and how materials can be shaped
and used.

Students observe various tsunami mitigation
structures during a testing scenario. While observing
the performance of the structures, students note the
shapes and designs of the tsunami mitigation
structures, and analyze how those shapes contribute
to dispersing the energy from a tsunami wave.

6 Systems may interact with other systems; they may
have sub-systems and be a part of larger complex
systems.

Students discover that a tsunami detection and
warning system is composed of subsystems of
interacting parts, each designed to fulfill specific
functions while constrained by certain limitations.

7 Systems may interact with other systems; they may
have sub-systems and be a part of larger complex
systems.

Students consider how communication systems
include various ways to alert people, including audio
alerts, visual alerts, sensory or haptic alerts. They also
consider preparation and education as another
aspect of communication that occurs prior to an
emergency event.

7 Complex and microscopic structures and systems
can be visualized, modeled, and used to describe
how their function depends on the shapes,
composition, and relationships among its parts;
therefore, complex natural and designed
structures/systems can be analyzed to determine
how they function.

Students evaluate graphic and media-related
communication options to consider how they are
structured (with text, symbols, language, etc.) and
how well it will function to meet stakeholder needs.

8 Systems may interact with other systems; they may
have sub-systems and be a part of larger complex
systems.

Students look back at prior learning to compile an
organized list of system and system components.
These components are used to create subsystems
within the system. Students analyze how the
subsystems interact to meet the needs of the
community.

9 Systems may interact with other systems; they may
have sub-systems and be a part of larger complex
systems.

Students account for the systems and sub-systems
in place to detect, warn people, and reduce damage
from a local natural hazard. They also consider how
the parts of the systems work together to prepare for
a hazard, respond during the event, and recover after
it happens.

9 Stability might be disturbed either by sudden events
or gradual changes that accumulate over time.

As students obtain information about their hazard,
they will need to consider how suddenly a natural
hazard can develop and account for how quickly
communities must respond.




